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Success Criteria

Aim
• I can divide numbers using a formal written method.

• I can divide numbers by a two-digit number.

• I can use a formal written method.
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Get into a small group. 

Multiplication Ball

We’re going to play a short game. The first person in your group 
calls out a multiplication equation, e.g. 1 × 7 = and throws the soft 
ball or beanbag to another person in the group who must answer 

the question. 

The person who has answered then asks a new question,
e.g. 15 × 6 = and throws the soft ball or beanbag on. 

Your task is to complete as many passes as you can before time runs 
out! Click the stopwatch for a 6 minute countdown.
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Hello and welcome my kitchen.
I’m making lots of different doughnuts for the school fayre. 

Welcome to My Kitchen

My doughnuts come
in a range of sizes and it is 
important that I can predict 

and find out how many boxes 
of doughnuts can be made

from each batch.

To do this, we can
use two formal written 
methods. Let’s explore

the methods.
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We’re going to divide four-digit numbers by two-digit numbers using the 
formal written method, long division.

Welcome to My Kitchen
2544 ÷ 12 =
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Again, we’re going to divide a four-digit number by a two-digit number 
using long division.

Welcome to My Kitchen
4752 ÷ 15 =

Draw this neatly with 
a ruler. It looks a bit 

like a bus stop, so the 
written method for 

division is sometimes 
known as the

‘Bus Stop’ method.

Write the number you 
are dividing by, the 

divisor, in front of the 
vertical line.

Write the number
that is being divided, 
the dividend, on the

right-hand side of the 
vertical line.

The answer will go
on top of the vertical 
line. Can you work out 

the answer?

Let’s start by dividing 
47 by 15 as they are 

both two-digit 
numbers.

How many 15s are 
there in 47?

Write ‘3’ above the 7 in 
the answer section and 

write ‘45’ below
the 47.

What is 47 minus 45?Now drop down the 5.
How many 15s are 

there in 25?

Write ‘1’ above the 5 in 
the answer section and 
write ‘15’ below the 25.
What is 25 minus 15?Now drop down the 2.

How many 15s are 
there in 102?

Write ‘6’ above the 2 
in the answer section 

and ‘90’ below the 102.
What is 102 minus 90?

There are no more 
digits to divide; we 

have 12 remaining so 
we place it after the 

answer, with an
r (remainder). 

We can also share
the remainder by 

continuing the process 
by extending the 

dividend into decimal 
notation. Remember, 

this will be .000000, etc. 
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Let’s try a different formal written method. We’re going to divide a
four-digit number by a two-digit number using short division.

Welcome to My Kitchen
2544 ÷ 12 =

Draw this neatly
with a ruler. It looks a 
bit like a bus stop, so 

the written method for 
division is sometimes 

known as the
‘Bus Stop’ method.

Write the number you 
are dividing by, the 

divisor, in front of the 
vertical line.

Write the number
that is being divided, 
the dividend, on the

right-hand side of the 
vertical line.

The answer will go on 
top of the vertical line. 
Can you work out the 

answer?

Take the first two 
digits in the four-digit 
number. How many 12s 

in 25?

There are two.
Place ‘2’ in the answer 
section and regroup the 
remainder, placing it 
before the next digit. 
This is ‘4’ in 2544.

How many 12s in 14?

There is one.
Place ‘1’ in the answer 
section and regroup the 
remainder, placing it 
before the next digit.
This is ‘4’ in 2544.

How many 12s in 24?
There are two.

Insert ‘2’ in the 
answer.

2544 ÷ 12 = 212 
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Sometimes, there maybe a remainder or decimal notation is needed.

Welcome to My Kitchen
4752 ÷ 15 =

Draw this neatly with a ruler. It looks a bit 
like a bus stop, so the written method for 

division is sometimes known as the
‘Bus Stop’ method.

Write the number you are dividing by, the 
divisor, in front of the vertical line.

Write the number that is being divided, the 
dividend, on the right-hand side of the 

vertical line.

The answer will go on top of the vertical line. 
Can you work out the answer?

Take the first two digits in the four-digit 
number. How many 15s in 47?

There are three. Place ‘3’ in the answer 
section and regroup the remainder, placing
it before the next digit. This is ‘5’ in 4752.

How many 15s in 25?
There is one. Place ‘1’ in the answer section 

and regroup the remainder, placing it
before the next digit. This is ‘2’ in 4752.

How many 15s in 102?There are six. Insert ‘6’ in the answer. 
There are 12 remaining. Write this as a 

remainder.
4752 ÷ 15 = 316 r12 

We can also share the remainder by 
continuing the process by extending the 

dividend into decimal notation. Remember, 
this will be .000000, etc. 

There are 12 remaining. To divide the 
remaining ‘12’, we need to extend the

four-digit number into decimal notation. 
How many 15s in 120?There are eight. Insert ‘8’ in the answer.4752 ÷ 15 = 316.8 
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Oh no! The labels have fallen off the boxes.
Can you match the note to the correct filling?

Doughnut Distribution

Custard-filled
Doughnuts: 8448                  

Doughnuts per pack: 24

Chocolate-filled
Doughnuts: 4675

Doughnuts per pack: 11

Raspberry-filled
Doughnuts: 8664 

Doughnuts per pack: 57
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Use your marvellous maths skills to complete these activity sheets:

Division Doughnuts
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I will split the class into six groups and number each group one to six.

Dice Discussion

Then I will roll a dice and the 
number will indicate the table 
chosen to start feeding back 

findings from the activity or a 
chosen calculation.
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Success Criteria

Aim
• I can divide numbers using a formal written method.

• I can divide numbers by a two-digit number.

• I can use a formal written method.
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